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A corrigendum on

Single amino acid substitution in the DNA repairing gene

radiation-sensitive 4 contributes to ultraviolet tolerance of a

plant pathogen

byWang, Y-P., Yang, L-N., Feng, Y-Y., Liu, S., and Zhan, J. (2022). Front. Microbiol. 13:927139.

doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2022.927139

In the published article, there was an error made in the article title and the missed of

one meaningful preposition “in” in the title.

Instead of “Single amino acid substitution the DNA repairing gene radiation-sensitive

4 contributes to ultraviolet tolerance of a plant pathogen,” it should be “Single amino acid

substitution in the DNA repairing gene radiation-sensitive 4 contributes to ultraviolet

tolerance of a plant pathogen.”

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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